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Report on the Copenhagen
COMPACT Symposium 2020
“Trust and Tech – Today and Tomorrow: Fake News”

3 r d December 2020

Organized by:
IT-Forum in connection with national partners:
The biggest Danish tech festival Internet Wee k Denmark
Digital Hub Denmark – a non-profit tech organisation
DigitalLead – national cluster for digital technologies
DOKK1 and Centre for Innovation in Aarhus
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INTRODUCTION
Copenhagen Symposium / IT-Forum
Within the Compact project IT-Forum was obliged to create a stakeholder seminar in Copenhagen. However the
Covid19-situation has been a problem. The aim has been to host an event with citizens and decision makers,
where the networking part was important. Hence we have had difficulties creating the event and have had to
rethink the event several times.

May 2020: A Fake News Event as a part of the Internet Week Denmark Festival
Internet Week Denmark is a six day festival with +140 events and quite large communication channels. The
target group is 70% professionels and 30% citizens and hence we found this to be an ideal platform for the
Danish Compact event.
We decided together with the IWDK Festival, that the Compact event should be one of the festival’s flagship
events with the overall framing: Fake News is here. What is to be of our democracy and trust?
Local politicians, scientists, journalists and citizens were invited for a debate on the 8th of May 2020.
However the Festival was cancelled and the event postponed.
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October 2020: A Fake News Debate between politicians, scientists and citizens
Another event was set up for the 6th of October at the award winning community space Dokk1 in Aarhus,
Denmark.
We had a strong line up of top scientists, politicians from the national government and the European Parliament
together with journalists. The audience was thought to be decision makers, IT-professionals and citizens. And
we partnered up with a Danish network for scientists called InfinIT.
However, due to a local outbreak of Corona in the city of Aarhus around week 39, we were challenged in many
ways. The mayor suggested to postpone all events, speakers also wanted to postpone and civilians didn’t dare
to sign up for the event.
Due to us wanting to address the public as well and have a debate between very different target groups, we
were still focused on a physical event. We then chose to make a decision to postpone the event again.

December 2020: Trust and Tech – Today and Tomorrow: Fake News
In order to be able to go through with the event within the project framework and to make it strong with
relevant stakeholders, we once again joined forces with relevant partners and this time we planned an online
event.
3rd of December we held a combination of the Compact event together with a networking event for Internet
Week Denmark - IWDK21, where IWDK stakeholders discussed and developed the content for the six days
festival in May 2021. By combining this event with the Compact project and the focus on fake news was to let
the Compact project have an impact on the festival programme for IWDK21.
The event was held together with the Internet Week Denmark festival, the association Digital Hub Denmark
which works to export Danish values in tech and the national cluster for digital technologies DigitalLead.
The programme consisted of presentations and group discussions about Trust in Tech and Mistrust in Tech and
a talk about fake news by Danish scientist Vincent Hendricks based on his book Reality Lost.
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Communication
For all three above mentioned events we have been doing PR-work and have made the Compact project visible
through various written channels: Internet Week Denmark’s channels, Dokk1’s channels, Digital Hub Denmark’s
channels.
As a part of the event a short video was released: It can be found here:
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1_bWDl-mjDqNm1lI-FIXVMZeI1wSKFQ0v/view?usp=sharing
There was also published an article here:
https://iwdk.dk/2020/12/10/an-insight-into-the-world-of-fake-news-with-vincent-f-hendricks/
The book Reality Lost can be downloaded here:
https://link.springer.com/book/10.1007/978-3-030-00813-0
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AGENDA
15.30: Welcome by Festival Director Louise Overgaard
Presentation “Trust and Tech – Today and Tomorrow”
16.05: Break out sessions: How do we secure trust in tech?
16.25: Reality Lost // Fake News by Professor Vincent Hendricks
17.25: Wrap up
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MINUTES FROM VINCENT HENDRICKS
The lecture was based on the book Reality Lost – Markets of Attention, Misinformation and Manipulation, by
Vincent F. Hendricks & Mads Vestergaard. Free of charge on Springer Open. Here are the main points:
Introduction: The information age
•

There have never been so much in information in the world, than today. As a people we are still ”new” to
this world and have never been in concact with so much information before.

•

Each day 6 billion pieces of information is exchanged on Facebook each day. 100.000 million hours of video
are actually streamed on Facebook. 200 trillion tweats a minute. Over a minute hundreds of hours of video
have been uploaded to Youtube. We have never seen that much information in the human history.

•

The information age (our age) lives on the back of the enlightenment, which purpose was to give people
more infromation knowledge, and make people able to choose the right decision based on facts.

”The information in the world doubles everyday. What they don’t tell us is that our wisdom is cut in half
at the same time”. – Joey Novick – American Comedian

•

But thats a figment of our imagination. Just because we have more information, it doesnt mean that we
become the wiser.
”..In an information-rich world, the wealth of information, means a dearth of something else: a scarcity
of whatever it is that information consumes is rather obvisous: it consumes the attention of its
recipients.”
- Herbert Simon, 1971 Cognitive psychologist and nobel prize winner in economics

People’s attention as an asset

•

As a people we are always in a fight of information and struggle for getting the attention from others. – Its
a question of what we choose to focus on because we can only focus at one thing at a time. People cant
multi-task.

•

Attention is very different from other financial systems. For example money, as we can’t distribute
attention or hand it out.

•

Fomo: (Fear of missing out) is an integral part of the Social Media Model and we do what we can to keep
up to date with information.
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•

The business model for those platforms are clear: Get the users to create information that other users will
create their attention on and then you take that information and sell it to the advertisers. That is the basic
model.

•

Attention is a single source game, which we can’t distribute and that we use in a moment. Its an elusive
sort of asset.

•

Attention is everything in this market and there is a market for keeping our attention; it doesnt matter if
it’s true or false, as long as it keeps us engaged. So there is a market for Subprime information
products/Fake News

No Democracy when it comes to attention
•

There is a narrative out there that the web is democraticicaly distributed evenly online because all of us
has access to it and have an account.

•

As Herbert Simon said its not about having a voice, its whether that voice is being heard in allocation
attention.

•

In that regard it doesn’t distribute as normal. Social Media stars have the most followers online. Cristiano
Ronaldo has more than 321 million followers online.

•

It is disconcering that no politician, decision makers or not even Donald Trump have the most followers.

•

Losing followers go really fast, So we are not talking about an event distribution – Its true in a citizen
perspective, but also with tech companies who have our attention in a chokehold.
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A small group of tech-giants accounts for 90% of all online traffic
•

According to the Matthew effect ” The rich get richer and the poor get poorer” a quote that best can
summarize the Tech Giants dealings online.

•

Shown in Facebook acquiering Instagram/Google acquiering Youtube. Which is due to congress not
knowing what excactly these platforms are.

•

This had led to a frail system, where Amazon founder Jeff Bezos bought Washington Post.

•

In turn this had led to a very complicated eco-system on the information market.

•

Example: Donald Trump gets mad about Washington Post on a article by tweeting and Amazon loses 60 bl.
Dollars of share value. An indirect way to harm the companies.

•

Even going to an extent where single tweets and wrongful messages can unstable stock exchanges and a
countries economy – Which goes to show how volatile our entice eco information system is.

Data is key
•

The biggest producer of movies is no longer Hollywood studios but Netflix. The biggest datatracker is not
the NSA but Amazon and Ford Motor Company estimates that in 2030 only 30% of of what they are selling
will be cars, the rest will be data.
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•

Data and profiling the users makes the buck, segment marketing and mainly sell advertising, which is
targeted and very precise – to a degree we haven’t seen before.

•

Prediction power is key to these companies, even knowing about consumer behaviour even before we buy
it.

•

The tech giants want to do every service availabe, so they can get a data pool as massive as possible.

To sum up: the Business Model for So Me is as follows
1. Allocate people’s attention using information
2. Consumption of information generates traffic
3. Traffic is money, power influence, status, advertising opportunities and so on.
If you don’t pay, you’re the product and online the users are the product and the advertisers the users.

Which stories get peddled online:
The sort of stories that tend to get traction and our attention online is usually based on the following.
Social assets with high transmission in order – source: Contageous (Jonathan Burger)
1) Anger/indignation
2) Fear
3)

Fascination/awe )…

Source: Contageous (Jonathan Burger)

•

Stories that get our feelings going such as hope and anger going have a lot of power, and there is
examples of people being fired because of a single tweet.

•

As stories go viral we do have to be careful of the fact that: “ hatever is viral is not necessarily true
and what ever is true is not necessarily viral”.

•

We don't share news on SoMe because it's true but because of social credit.
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•

Studies in 2016 show that people spread more Fake News than Facebook Bots.

Social proof
We as people have a tendency to look around our network on deciding what to do. Duplicating our friends
buying process, decision making and norms. Social Media are social behaviour on speed.
We might believe one thing, but wrongfully believe that others believe something else. Example being
the majority of youngsters who doesn't approve of cyber bullying, but are convinced their classmates are more
inclined than them self.
A fact that's replicated in conspiracy thinking and groups such as Qanon.
The global risk of massive digital misinformation sits at the centre of a constellation of technoligical and
geopolitcal risks ranging from terrorism to cyber attacks and the failure of global governance.

So what is fake news
Fake News and Misinformations can mostly be labeled as: Lies, False statements and simulated truths.
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SUMMING UP
WHAT TO DO ABOUT FAKE NEWS?
As a politician:
1. Don't explain others ’ false information
2. Don't complain about coverage and media
3. Don't focus on fake news
4. Teach media literacy in schools
5. Bring targeted ads into the public eye
6. Don't bring down the edifice on top of yourself
7. Don't look like part of the establishment unless you have to

The attention economy is weird and the media can gain by circulating the news, which in turn white washes it.
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Media:
1. Watch your headlines
2. Complexity is not a virtue, message first
3.

Bias transparency, explain how journalism works

4. Cross the filter bubble
5. Rethink fact-checking
6. If you want to be trusted, be trustworthy
7. Find ways to push corrections as far and wide as errors
8. Stop funding fake news outlets
9. Build a new public media
10. Look at why parts of the audience are leaving
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Voters,
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Readers/ users
1. Burst your bubble – Be sure that you dont make and take decisions to fast
2. Engage system two – take as much time as you need learning the truth
3. Learn some stats
4. Treat narratives as skeptical as the ones you don’t
5. Try not to come to conspiratorial thinking
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It's still important to note that SoMe platforms are starting to take responsibility by labeling, banning election
campaigning work and taking social responsibility into account.

Closing statement:
Not everyone is interested in the truth – The class society in hina isn’t and neither are the tech giants. e
have to look into policy initiatives and look into new partnerships, GDPR, editorial responsibilities and system
regulation to
A way to handle the growing mistrust is getting organizations such as the UN, American Congress and the
European union to work together with the social platforms on on initiatives that can hinder fake news
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Other materials:
List of participants:
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1Ph_JCTCA6tqDZvWwLDAspGF6pgCC2ku1dLrbEZfDJFA/edit?usp=sha
ring

Information about partners at the event:
Digital Hub Denmark: https://digitalhubdenmark.dk/
Internet Week Denmark: https://iwdk.dk/
Dokk1: https://dokk1.dk/
Centre for Innovation in Aarhus: https://cfiaarhus.dk/
DigitalLead: https://digitallead.dk/
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